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Pearce, Marsha

From: Freddy Colquhoun 
Sent: 22 October 2023 16:08
To: Planning User
Subject: New Planning Application - 2nd Request
Attachments: Old Plough Planning Application September 2023 EV Charger (1) (3) (1).pdf; Biodiversity-

Checklist-for-Householder-Applics (2).pdf; Old Plough Site Plan.pdf; Old Plough Title Plan.pdf;
Installation of Pod Point Solo 3 at Old Plough, Church Street, Hurstbourne Tarrant, Andover,
SP11 0AX.pdf

Hello

This is my second attempt to log a planning application to fit an EV charger on my driveway in Hurstbourne Tarrant
and I have included many of the other documents and information you requested off me.

I have been able to provide a site location plan, a Biodiversity checklist, a description of works from Podpoint the
supplier and installer of the charger and some supporting images of the proposed location of the EV charger
itself.  There were unable to provide a block plan to scale of 1:5 or 1:2 nor existing and proposed elevations at a scale
of 1:5 or 1:1 as this is something they could not do.

I am very reluctant to ask an architect to draw up these plans given the extra expense as well as engaging with a
company to provide another Heritage Statement for the works and so I have included the two previous statements
drawn up for works on the property over the last few years which were significantly larger in scale than just installing
an electric charger.  Attached on the follow up email due to size.  I have added a short para below that is my own
attempt.

hich I will do as soon as you confirm the documents are in order.

I hope you will find these documents as acceptable for the works to commence.

Many thanks
Freddy

Heritage Statement:
The proposal to install a vehicle charger to the side of the property is being made in order to replace a diesel vehicle
with an electric vehicle which will in turn help with improving air quality and reducing harmful emissions to the
environment. The installation will not have any effect on the archaeology or history of the area and will be attached
using “insert method”. The charging point can be easily removed without causing any damage to the property other
than screw holes which can be filled with the relevant material, should the house ever be listed for sale to another
buyer. The charging point measures: “insert measurements” which I do not believe will cause a significant impact on
the age and beauty of the property nor would I want them to.

Freddy Colquhoun
Investment Director

25 Copthall Avenue
London
EC2R 7AH

Caution: This email originated from outside of the organisation. Do not click links or open attachments unless
you recognise the sender and know the content is safe.
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Financial crime is real and an increasing threat.  The risk of criminals intercepting emails with the objective of stealing your money is a
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